RedQuadrant – accelerated scenario planning process

STEP 1 – IDENTIFY CERTAINTIES AND UNCERTAINTIES FOR ADULT SOCIAL CARE IN 2020
Using the past and present, start to explore possible futures.

As we look into the future, we categorise our outputs into two groups:


Certainties – events that we unanimously believe will be there or happen
over the time frame you are using for your scenarios

e.g.: English will continue to be the official language in the USA in 2018


Uncertainties – events that at least one person believes can have two (or
more) possible outcomes in the timeframe

e.g.: England will win the World Cup in 2018

We post ONE certainty or uncertainty per post-it note

STEP 2 – GROUPING THE CERTAINTIES AND UNCERTAINTIES

STEP 3 – ORGANISE AND PRIORITISE THE UNCERTAINTIES
We now put the grouped uncertainties across two axes:


Material impact – organise uncertainties in terms of how much impact they
have on the public sector consulting

e.g.: this would affect 80% of our activities


Relevant uncertainty – which outcomes have the most uncertain impact (not
the probability of the outcomes happening) on public sector consulting

e.g.: this could go either way!

STEP 4 – CREATE THE SCENARIO AXES FROM THE MOST INTERESTING UNCERTAINTIES
Identify the two most critical uncertainties and treat them as simple bipolar variables.
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STEP 5 – DEVELOP NARRATIVES FOR SOCIAL CARE IN EACH OF THE FOUR SCENARIOS

•

Brainstorm bullet points against each criteria

•

Write a scenario narration explaining what has happened and provide your
reasoning. This will help with further analysis.

•

•

Now make the scenarios more concrete by fleshing them out into imaginary, but
plausible, stories that reflect the forces at play.

Create a memorable, reflective name for each scenario.

STEP 6 – REFLECT ON THE LEARNING
Brainstorm implications and actions


List the implications of each scenario



What are the implications now for workforce?




Develop strategies for coping with the four futures
What should our next steps be?
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Now come up with actions that would enable you to prosper under the new conditions: if
this scenario were true, what would we have to make happen?

Some actions would apply to almost any scenario. These common actions form the basis of
your plan, since they help you prepare for a range of possible futures.


What are the ‘surprise’ implications that cannot be ignored?



What surprises cannot be ignored?






What do you see ‘anew’?

What do you personally need to do next?
What else should be done now?
What are the common themes?

We welcome additional comments to socialcare2020@redquadrant.com
Twitter: #socialcare2020

For more about RedQuadrant:


Sign up for our newsletter www.redquadrant.com/newsletter



Six days of sector-leading, proven transformation training – https://goo.gl/tpf9JA





RedQuadrant available through national procurement frameworks
www.redquadrant.com/frameworks

Just looking for great people? Try our sister company, Quadrant Resourcing www.quadrantresourcing.com

www.redquadrant.com
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